1. Investigation has established subscribers to telephone numbers indicated, as of dates of calls placed from or charged to telephone CA 5-5150, Arlington, Texas, listed to JOHN H. JACOBS, 1602 Bradley, Arlington (previously identified as manager of Bull-Pen Drive-In, owned by ELLEN PAUL), were as follows:

- CA 7-5274
  - Blackwood, New Jersey
  - JOSEPH P. BEHRL, 528 East Church Street, Blackwood

- CA 7-0016
  - Blackwood, New Jersey
  - LUCY'S Cold Cut Center, 508 Main Church Street, Blackwood (billed to JOSEPH P. BEHRL, above)

- EX 6-5434
  - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  - INGRID J. CYNAN, 4420 North 12th Street, Philadelphia

- CS 6-2700
  - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  - St. Joseph's Hospital, 17th Street and Graber Avenue, Philadelphia

- EX 7-2262
  - Dallas, Texas
  - Cavalier Club, 1312½ Commerce Street, Dallas

---

COMMISSION EXHIBIT No. 2311—Continued
The 1964-65 New York Telephone Directory for Bronx County, New York, lists LEE PAUL, 1152 College Avenue, Bronx, New York, as having telephone JE 8-7475. Investigation has established LEE PAUL is the wife of DAVID PAUL, same address.

Previous investigation has been conducted with negative results to identify telephone "JE 8-7475" which appeared in a "For It Been" pad among possession of RUSH following arrest. Investigation tended to eliminate this as being a Dallas, Texas, number, there being no "00" prefix, and subscribers to telephones with other prefixes by the skin digits having been eliminated.

The notation involving this telephone number followed the notation "RUSH PAUL CY 5-1613."

PAUL has been previously identified as operator of the Bell Pan Drive-In, Arlington, Texas. It has been established telephones CY 5-1613, New York, New York, has been called from telephone at Bell Pan Drive-In, and that LEE PAUL, 2265 Sedgwick, Bronx, New York, is the subscriber.

The questioned notation is followed immediately by the following: "American Airlines Tuesday, October 9 - 965 11 - 11:30 AM."

On June 3, 1966, Miss NELL GÓMEZ, American Airlines, Information & Reservations, advised while American Airlines presently has a flight numbered 985, there was no Flight 985 as of October 9, 1963.

Flx. 7: New York office has advised Templeton 8-7475 is listed to J. GÓMEZ, 353 East 57th Street, New York, New York. The name of GÓMEZ has not appeared heretofore during this investigation.

On June 3, 1966, W. A. LUTHER, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, Dallas, advised he had made examination of various manuals of the telephone company and finds there are numerous "08" as well as "838" designations which are assigned to exchanges...
throughout the United States and Canada. Examination of such locations disclosed a "Terminal" exchange, Fort Worth, Texas. This follows an interview with Mrs. CARL H. APPLINNITE, 2513 Thomas Road, Fort Worth, Texas, who, with her husband, is subscriber to Tel 8- 7475.

Mrs. CARL H. APPLINNITE, 2513 Thomas Road, furnished the following information:

She and her husband have had telephone No. 87475 for approximately ten years. They are not acquainted with JACK RUBY and they have never had any dealings with JACK RUBY. To their knowledge she has never called their home. Mrs. APPLINNITE stated that CHARLES APPLINNITE, a well-known singer, entertainer, and night club operator, is a cousin to her husband. She related that CHARLES APPLINNITE did operate a night club in Dallas and sang at some of the clubs in Dallas. She stated that over a period of three or four years they have received numerous telephone calls from unknown persons trying to locate this CHARLES APPLINNITE. They have called their number as CHARLES APPLINNITE formerly lived in Fort Worth and she believes C. H. APPLINNITE might be the father of CHARLES APPLINNITE. Mrs. APPLINNITE advised that her husband is employed as a salesman for the Prudential Oil Company of Fort Worth. He has never had any dealings with JACK RUBY.

Mrs. APPLINNITE believed that whoever had the number Tel 8-7475 was possibly trying to get in touch with CHARLES APPLINNITE.